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The family of Esse upholstered chairs designed for Pianca consists of two
armchairs, one of which has a solid base, and of one chair. “Esse” therefore
recalls an iconic, continuous sign, the “S”, visible in the seat profile, and 
also the idea of femininity which makes the object welcoming, curvy
and harmoniously designed. The polyurethane shell is covered in fabric.

ESSE Chairs design Philippe Tabet
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DIMENSIONS

FINISHES
The outer covering is made of removable fabric and synthetic leather or non-removable leather.
Legs are available in Natural oak, burnt oak, grey oak, lacquered ash wood veneered and metalic 
finishes, 20 colors lacquered.

STRUCTURE
Legs made of solid as wood. they are attached to the seat thanks to fixing pins placed in the metal part 
of the seat.
Armachair base made of molded polyrethane foam. A metal insert is placed on the inside to allow for 
fixing the seat. It can be equipped with feet in the fixed armchair version or swiveling mechanism made 
of metal with return mechanism.
Upholstered seat made of molded polyurethane foam. A metal insert is placed on the inside to allow for 
fixing the seat.
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Chair
W 56 | P 53 | D 79 cm

Armchair
W 56 | P 53 | D 78 cm
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